The solution of a nonlinear elliptic equation involving Pucci maximal operator and super linear nonlinearity is studied. Uniqueness results of positive radial solutions in the annulus with Dirichlet boundary condition are obtained. The main tool is Lane-Emden transformation and Koffman type analysis. This is a generalization of the corresponding classical results involving Laplace operator.
Introduction
We study the nonlinear elliptic equation For more detailed discussion, see for example [1, 2] . This equation has been extensively studied, see [3] [4] [5] , etc. and the references therein.
Normalize  to be 1 for simplicity. We will in this paper investigate the uniqueness of positive radial solution of (1) in the annulus
with Dirichlet boundary condition. In this case, Equation (1) reduces to
Throughout the paper, we assume Note that Now we could state our main results. 
Then (2) has at most one positive solution with Dirichlet boundary condition.
In the case  the Pucci operator reduces to the usual Laplace operator, and the corresponding unique results are proved by Ni and Nussbaum in [6] .
We also remark that the above theorems could be generalized to nonlinearities , f which also depends on We will not pursue this further in this paper. . r
Lane-Emden Transformation and
Uniqueness of the Radial Solutions
Proof of Theorem 1
We shall perform a Lane-Emden type transformation to Equation (2) . Let us introduce a new function 
We have
We remark that 1  is indeed not everywhere differen n tiable, since m is ot continuous. It however could be shown that the jump points of m are isolated. Here by 1  , we mean the derivative of 1  at the point where it differentiable. The same rem rk applies to the functions 2 is a  and 3  below. 
This is a contra With this lemma at hand rve that by (8 , we obse )
